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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the acous—

tic efiects of vowel context on [c,x]
by spectral analysis of sustained and
unsustained productions by two na-
tive speakers of German. Comparisons
to non~German speakers of the same
corpus allow inference of the acoustic
mechanisms involved. [x] is more influ—
enced by vowel context than [c]. Ev-
idence exists of changes in place, in
the area of the constriction, and in the
source localization or effectiveness, due
to vowel context.

INTRODUCTION
. In formulating models of frica-

tive production, vowel context has im—
portant and sometimes unexpected ef-fects, as shown by recent studies [1,2,3].Acoustic spectra of [s] have been re-ported to display the greatest effect ofvowel context in studies based on ex-tensive analysis of two speakers (one anative of French, the other, of Ameri-can English), and using spectral analy—sis primarily in the centre of the frica-tive [1,3]. Contrasting with these re-sults is an analysis of aerodynamic dataof fricatives, showing a greater efle tof ‘vovvel context on area of the corol-striction as place of constriction movesposteriorly; it was suggested that frica-tive configurations independent of thtongue body are relatively immune t:

vowel context [2]. The work presented
here therefore represents a more de-
tailed look at the acoustic effects of
vowel context on [c,x].

METHOD
The speech corpuses consisted of

the fricatives [s,f,c,x] in two environ-
ments: (1) preceded by the vowels.
respectively, [a,a,i,a], sustained for3
s, and repeated six times each, and

(2) inserted into the nonsense words

[pVis] and repeated 10 times ona
single breath, for V1, V2 chosen from
[a,i,u]. Four subjects were recorded:
the two subjects, CS and PB, rep0rled
on previously, for whom extensive artic-
ulatory and airflow data were available,
a native German man, CD, for whom
direct palatography and some airflow
data were available, and a native Ger-
man woman, EG. The inclusion of the
German native speakers was prompted
by several observations that CS and PB
produced the phonemes not native to
them more variably and with less place
consistency.

The acoustic recordings were made
under the ‘High-Fidelity conditions’ re'
1301t previously [3,4]. Time—averaged
acoustic spectra were computed for
the sustained fricatives using 8 non-
overlapping 20-ms llanning windoWS»
POSitioned in the centre 160 ms 0]
each token, and averaging the re-
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Figure 1: Spectra of sustained fricatives produced by subjects EG and CD. Each

graph shows sir curves, one for each token.

sultant Discrete Fourier Transforms

(DFT’s). Ensemble-averaged acoustic
spectra were computed for the frica-
tives in vowel context by positioning
one 20-ms llanning window at the same

position (i.e. beginning, middle or end
of the steady-state portion of the frica-
tive) in each of 8 tokens, and averaging
the resultant DFT’s. The technique is
described in more detail in ref. [1]. The
first and last tokens of an item were
omitted.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows spectra of all six to-
kens of the sustained [9, x] as produced
by the native German speakers. The
single peak at 11 kHz in CD’S [c] oc—
curred in the first token produced and
is indicative of a slightly whistly frica-
tive — perhaps a response by the sub-
ject to the unnatural task of sustain-

ing the fricative for 3 5. After compar-

ison with the corresponding spectra of

CS and PB (not shown), spectra of the

sustained [§,X] appeared to be slightly
more variable token-to-token for the

native Germans than for the other sub-

jects, contrary to expectations. The

overall spectral shape is fairly simi‘

lar. In particular, [9] is distinguished
by low amplitude at low frequencies,

extending up to 1 kHz (males) or 2-
3 kHz (females), followed by a. broad

peak of high amplitude, made up of

many smaller peaks, extending up to

6 or 7 kllz. [x] has fairly evenly spaced
formant-like peaks, beginning at about

1 to 1.5 kHz, sometimes separated by

deep troughs, as visible in EC at 3

kHz. Clearly there is more variation in

the shape at frequencies above about

5 kllz. It is interesting to note, and
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not unexpected, that the same—sex sub-

jects show greater similarity in spectral

shape than the same-language subjects.

The spectral structure (but not am-

plitude) of sustained and unsustained

productions of a given fricative was

similar for the same vowel context, for

each subject. Within the unsustained

productions, vowel context affected the

frequencies of spectral peaks for all sub-

jects; for example, for the most part an

[u] context lowered frequencies. Fig-

ure 2 demonstrates a more extreme

effect» of vowel context, where ‘natu-

ral’ and ‘unnatural’ contexts are con-

trasted. Even though subjects com-

mented on the ‘impossibility’ of items

such as [paga, pixi], the fricatives did

retain their distinctive Spectral shapes

even in such cases. They did alter, how-

ever, as shown in the figure: the high-

amplitude region begins at a higher fre-

quency for [g] in [pigi] than [paca]; the

amplitude relationship of the first two

peaks in [x] is significantly reversed in
the two contexts, and the trough at 2.8
kHz is much deeper in [paxa].

Subject CD shows less of a difference

between [a] and [i] contexts than does
EG, but more of a difference for an

[11] context. Figure 3 contrasts [paxa]
and [paxu], showing beginning, middle
and end of the fricative steady-state for
each. While the two cases begin simi-
larly, in [paxu] the peak at 2.2 kllz has
dropped 17 dB from beginning to end
Spectrum, contrasted with a 4 dB drop
in [paxa]. Peak and trough frequencies
remain the same, except for the peak
at 1 kHz. This effect appears consis-
tently in all of CD‘s [x] Spectra with [u]
context, and appears, but to a lesser
degree, in EG’s spectra.

DISCUSSION

The lack of articulatory and much
aerodynamic data for EC and CD, and
the difficulty of gathering such data
for [c,x], make it difficult to explain
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Figure 2: Each graph contrasts

ensemble-averaged spectra from the

middle of the steady-state portion of

the fricatives [(53] in the vowel contexts

shown. Subject is BC.

the various effects of vowel context ob«

served above. However, from studies

of CS and PB, for whom more articu-

latory data are available, some useful

facts emerge. The cavity affiliations of

the formants in [g] were identified us—

ing a white noise source [4]; the lowest-

frequency high-amplitude peak corre-

sponds to the first front—cavity formant.

In [SJ] an [i] context shifts the place of

constriction slightly forward relative to

that for an [a] context. An [u] context

for PB’s [s] alters the source in a way
that affects the fricative Spectrum sig-

nificantly [3].

The increased frequency of the peaks
in EG’s [piqi] compared to [paca] indi-

cates that the place of constriction is

more anterior in [pici]. The same ap-

pears to be true for [pixi] compared to

[paxa], where the high—amplitude peaks
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Figure 3: Each graph contrasts

ensemble-averaged spectra from the be-

ginning, middle and end of the steady-

state portion of the fricative [1:] in the

vowel contexts shown. Subject is CD.

at 2 and 3.8 kHz appear to be front-

cavity affiliated. However, the trough

between these peaks deepens signifi

cantly for [paxa] and even more so for

[puxu], which cannot be so easily ex-

plained by small shifts in place. The

small peak visible in Fig. 3 at 2-2.5

kHz is a back—cavity formant, and is

more prominent in [a] contexts, possi-

bly indicating that the degree of cou—

pling of back and front cavities is in-

creased. The deepness of the trough

in [u] contexts may be partly due to

a reordering of poles and zeros due to

the effect of rounding on pole frequen—

cies, but it may also be due in part to

changes in the degree of localization or

effectiveness of the noise source. Since

the constriction shapes and ‘aims’ the

turbulent jet, such changes in Spectral

zero- may point to change: In the con-
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striction shape. It is clear that for both

subjects vowel context has a greater ef~

feet on [x] than on [9'].

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of vowel context on [§,x]

was investigated for two native speak-

ers of German. Place of constriction

moves anteriorly slightly in [i] con-

texts, increasing front-cavity formants,

and rounding in [u] contexts decreases

formant frequencies and bandwidths.

However, some changes in constriction

shape appear to occur as well, affecting

the relative amplitude of back cavity

formants and the significance of spec-

tral zeros. These changes, and the

fact that [x] exhibits more changes with

vowel context than [c], are consistent

with Scully’s explanation [2] of aerody—

namic data on constriction area.
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